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The View from the Chair
by Paul Woolley

What a different year this has been from the last! Little could 
we have envisaged there would be such a change to our 
habits and routines, so much so that the RGA has not been 
able to hold any physical exhibitions for over a year. I think we 
are all feeling the strain and withdrawal symptoms and feel the 
need to get back to whatever we thought was normal as soon 
as possible.

During the early part of 2020 we had still been planning 
and organising exhibitions, hoping for them to be able to 
take place later in the year and that Covid-19 would be over 
relatively soon. As we all know now, this was not to be so and 
that the situation would get much worse than I think any of us 
would have imagined in our wildest dreams.

However, it is now apparent that we have to accept the “new 
normal” for what may be quite a while yet.

Zoom meetings have come to our rescue as, at least, a means 
of communicating with other people about a common interest 
– ART! Up until the start of the pandemic I, for one, had not 
heard of “zoom” or “teams” let alone used them in my daily life. 
Now it seems that the use of these programmes has become 
quite common place and that they have been part of our 
vocabulary for some while.

Technology has come to our rescue here and this situation has 
prompted us to see if we could use it elsewhere. For a little 
while, we had been thinking of starting an online exhibition 
facility for the Guild – having to respond to the Covid situation 
has been a good opportunity to get this underway. We are 
indebted to Martina Hildebrandt for setting up our first online 
exhibition, which we named “Celebrating our Town – Discover 
Reading”. I have been very heartened by the response that 
we have had to this exhibition – both from the numbers of 
people who have accessed the site and to the sales that we 
have had from it. We realise that this theme does not appeal 
to everyone, so we set up another online exhibition “while we 
wait”, but without a theme this time. One good thing about 
having an online presence is that the show can stay up for 
much longer than usual and can avoid the costs involved in 
hiring a gallery space.

We are also in the process of setting up more online 
demonstrations via zoom and linking up with other arts 
organisations i.e. Henley Arts and Crafts Guild.

The Communications team is busy keeping us up to date with 
any developments on this and on other fronts and will be 
emailing everyone with the details, once they are available.

We hope that all is not completely lost regarding any future 
exhibitions for this year – in fact we are planning three for 
2021! We hope that they will still take place, but they are 
still subject to Covid-19 coming under control and the vast 
majority of the population having been given “the jab”.

The Royal Berkshire Hospital Corridor Exhibition and The Old 
Fire Station Gallery, Henley have been booked, along with the 
Drawing exhibition that we were going to host in conjunction 
with Reading Museum, which was postponed from last year.

One slightly more positive note on the horizon is about what 
might happen with Reading Gaol in the future. It has been 
years since it finally closed, just waiting for someone to give 
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it new life. You will probably 
have already heard that one 
commercial concern has 
already pulled out of the 
bidding process, leaving it 
open for others to step into 
the breach. It is hoped that 
Reading Council will have 
some creative ideas that will 
include exhibition space in 
which the Guild may be able 
to participate. It’s at a delicate 
stage of negotiation at the 
moment! Let’s hope that it has 
a positive outcome.

The Reading Bansky, which materialized at the beginning of 
March 2021, certainly generated some excitement in the town.

I hope that with all this free time available to us, that this 
still gives you time to pursue some sort of artistic practice – 
although this is likely to be limited to taking place in your own 
home or studio for the time being.

Let’s hope that 2021 finally sees the back of Covid-19 and we 
can resume our normal lives.

Stay Safe.
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The Reading Guild of Artists (RGA), founded in 1930, is a 
diverse group of professional and amateur artists in the 
Berkshire area.

Membership is open to all and new members are very 
welcome, from complete beginners to experienced 
professionals, or those just interested in art. 

All new members join as Affiliate Members. Those who have 
applied to become Exhibiting Members submit work to a 
review panel consisting of the RGA Council, and if “Upgraded” 
can take part in all RGA Exhibitions including the RGA Online 
Gallery. Honorary Life Membership is awarded to those 
members who have distinguished themselves and/or have 
served the Guild in some special and important way and may 
participate as an exhibiting member. Honorary Membership is 
offered to those who the RGA feel have supported the Guild in 
a specific way but are not exhibiting members. 

Just as our 90th Anniversary year kicked off with our first 
planned event “Here Comes the Sun: Harrison in Henley” 
(reviewed in last year’s Annual Review), already the looming 
pandemic was showing its hand. A week after the exhibition, 
everything and everybody came to a halt. 

The last RGA Fridays and Earley Painters were cancelled 
and plans for the Summer Painting Days halted, the AGM 
postponed. Many members struggled to do anything creative, 
getting through the day was all that could be achieved. Calls 
for work to be displayed on our website didn’t produce any 
submissions. A shock of silence had fallen across the RGA.

As, during my daily exercise, I put last year’s Annual Reviews in 
the letterbox, I wondered if we would have anything to put in 
the next one!?

However, summer rolled along, and boosted by the fabulous 
weather, many of you began to emerge, sketching, painting 
and doodling at home (or in your enviable studios), and we 
were able to have a display of your Summer Painting Days “at 
home” on the website.

For some members, work continued. Some were faced with 
a sudden halt of long-planned workshops and demos and 
had to quickly adapt with Heath Robinson set ups at home.
Other members had entered competitions, wondering would 
they still happen and how, some had commissions to work on 
and complete.

In the autumn the RGA did put on an exhibition – this time 
online which was a new experience for many of us! Fighting 
for space with every other gallery and society for your screen 
time attention, it worked and was (and is) a success as so many 
of you have kindly told me – thank you.

And if you thought there wouldn’t be an RGA Annual Review… 
here it is, bursting with everything you and we have achieved, 
thanks to Jane Somner’s vision and gentle persuasion.

Not the best year for an anniversary
by Martina Hildebrandt

Thank you from the editors to everyone who contributed to 
this Annual Review. You can find out more about the artists 
who contributed by visiting their individual Gallery page on 
the RGA website. 

Copyright © 2021 Reading Guild of Artists
Artwork copyright © the individual artists

Cover artists: Linda Graves, Clare Buchta, Anthony Wilder, Sue 
Bridge, Jane Somner, Shelagh Casebourne, Mary Law, Lorna 
Webber and Thérèse Lawlor
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An Urban Sketching Journey
by Mohan Banerji

I am an urban sketcher. Like you, I too was unaware of who 
an urban sketcher was until a chance encounter on the streets 
of Wokingham led me to a sketch meet of the London Urban 
Sketchers in March, 2016. Urban Sketchers is an educational 
non-profit organisation dedicated to fostering the art of 
‘on location’ drawing. The mission is to show the world, one 
drawing at a time. 

In 2007, Gabriel Campanario, a Seattle based journalist and 
illustrator created an online forum ‘for all sketchers out there 
who love to draw the cities where they live and visit, from the 
window of their homes, from a cafe, at a park, standing by a 
street corner... always on location, not from photos or memory.’ 
Today it has 325 chapters (including one in Reading) across 
65 countries! 

With education as our main goal, we hold an annual 
international Symposium (the last one in Amsterdam in 
2019 attracted 1200 sketchers from 47 countries), plus 
offer workshops, sketch meets, and events focusing on 
drawing, composition, techniques and materials; and 
creative approaches, such as vision, expression, storytelling 
and reportage.

Urban Sketchers Reading started informally. The first meeting 
was organised by Patrick Harte and Linda Saul, both RGA 
members. It was 9 July, 2016. I was the only other person who 
turned up at Bel and The Dragon in Reading. Today we have 
over 100 members, with a number from the RGA. We meet 
(or did before Covid struck) once or twice a month, for 2 to 
3 hours, usually at the weekend. Our sketch meets (once life 
returns to normal) are free to attend. You don’t need expensive 
tools or be a trained artist. A pencil and paper is enough to 
start exploring your city, making marks on paper. At the end 
of the meet, we take a group photograph of ourselves and 
the sketches displayed on the ground in front of us (hence a 
‘throwdown’), before perhaps enjoying a coffee or tea in each 
other’s company. The pandemic restrictions have made it hard 
to get together and sketch but being a resolute lot, we have 
continued to sketch from home and share them online.

My piece ‘The Royal Berkshire Hospital’ was chosen by Fiona 
Talkington, the Radio 3 presenter, as her favourite piece for 
January from the RGA Online Exhibition. I can remember 
when I sketched it. It was hot and sunny, and the car park was 
full, as always. I was sitting on my stool out of everyone’s way 
… or so I thought! Suddenly, a lady got out of her car and 
asked me to move. I explained that I wasn’t in a designated 
car parking space. She was having none of it, and rather than 
make a scene, I moved, finishing my sketch leaning against the 
wall separating the car park from the road. Every time I have 
looked at it since that day I remember the heat, the noise from 
passing cars and that lady!

Due to the paucity of exhibitions, the rgartevents.uk website has had little activity. However rgartevents is now on Instagram as 
@rgartevents to post news about members. This includes the Picture of the Month from the online gallery and work of newly 
elected exhibiting members, as well as members’ participation in shows, art trails etc. If you have news please email Linda at 
info@rgartevents.uk

RGArt Events
by Linda Saul

Urban sketching is not restricted to urban landscapes. It can 
include people, cars, animals, plants, food, whatever. It is a way 
of discovering where we live, where we work, where we travel 
to. You capture a sense of place. You capture a story. All that is 
required is for you to stop and observe. You stay longer. And 
because you invested the time sketching rather than taking 
an instant photo on your mobile, the sketch has the power to 
bring back much sharper memories. 

Many of you, I am sure, use field sketching as part of your 
creative process. Urban sketching is purely for fun – a chance 
to draw just for the sheer enjoyment of it. And while you can 
do it alone, you are never really alone. When you’re out with 
your sketchbook, it’s like being out with a dog, or a baby in a 
pram. Total strangers stop to talk. Try it. Join us.
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Losing Face
Putting aside the usual connotation of the term ‘losing face’, 
those of us who are engaged in making portraits from life, 
have over the past twelve months been somewhat impeded 
and unfortunately it is likely to continue for a while.

Little did I know that my talk to the Friends of the Society 
of Portrait Sculptors at the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford on 
the subject of masks would, eighteen months later, see us all 
wearing masks or facial covering as a protective necessity.

The history of masks and the reasons for their use spans a 
wide spectrum ranging from the frivolous to the serious. An 
added factor is that the mask not only hides the face but 
also hides emotion and intent. Where 
there is uncertainty there is often a sense 
of intimidation. The surgeon wears a mask 
to save life, the terrorist wears a mask to 
take life.

The many purposes of disguising one’s 
identity is a huge subject and encompasses 
layers of human behaviour. The wearing of 
masks weaves in and out of history from 
plagues, rituals, religious and magical 
events to carnivals, clowns and theatre. In 
general, masks are worn for protection for 
sport, industry, medicine or the military 
however there are many diverse reasons 
for disguising ourselves. Recent trends 
in popular culture encouraging disguise 
and changing identity is linked to film 
and television’s obsession with Marvel 
comic book characters by parading ubiquitous masked sci-fi 
heroes and heroines. The physical transformation into fantasy 
figures has migrated from comic books and Saturday morning 
children’s cinema to adult cult status with huge franchises.

For decades, magazines, posters and advertisements have 
used partial or fragmented images of the human face. This 
form of dis-unification of facial and disconnected features 
reduces each to abstract and symbolic metaphors where an 
isolated eye or mouth is able to carry the intended message. 
In its way it is not too dissimilar from ancient Egyptian 
hieroglyphics where the pictorial symbol carries the meaning. 
Five thousand years later, the incongruity of 
facial imagery found in Dada and Surrealism 
were art movements which inspired 
advertising photography.

Sunglasses are by far the most common 
facial accessory not only for shielding eyes 
but in putting a barrier between the wearer 
and everyone else. Having the capability 
to look whilst not being seen to look has 
its benefits but it is quite disconcerting for 
people sitting opposite.

Veils, once very fashionable are now 
normally worn for weddings and funerals. 
The wedding veil hides before it reveals. 
The more opaque the veil, the longer and 
more lingering are the looks from those 

who search for a glimpse of the bride’s pre-marital expression 
but veils designed to distract the gaze seems to do the 
opposite. The funeral procession veil demonstrates a person in 
mourning while concealing private grief.

The hijab and niqab are not truly masks, they belong to a 
preferred state of being. Such preferences for modesty are 
deeply personal and private. Less than one hundred years ago 
women’s fashion in Europe and America was entirely body 
concealing with the inclusion of giant hats and veils. 

Plague masks in Italy were a common sight before during and 
after the Quattrocento. The vast array of Venetian masks are 

symbolic reminders of the ravages caused 
by the plague. The beaked masks stuffed 
with herbs and smelly plants worn by the 
plague doctors are bizarre but may have 
worked. One of only two of Michelangelo’s 
self portraits is a mask perhaps of 
redemption or penitence but his flayed skin 
is held by the hand of Saint Bartholomew in 
the Last Judgement in the Sistine Chapel.

As the plague spread throughout Europe 
each country had its own methods of 
separating the masses as lockdown was 
introduced, even the young Shakespeare 
would have witnessed the plague first hand 
as his theatres shut their doors.

Masked balls for the 18th Century wealthy 
with hopes of anonymous intrigues and 
carnivals and masquerades for everyone 

else. Masked Harlequins, Punchinellos and Columbines went 
from village to village, Court jesters for the royal families 
and clowns for the travelling circuses. In Mexico, the Dia de 
Muertos was and still is the most macabre masked event.

Sculptors and artists have always looked back at the history 
of art either for guidance, influence or since the early 20th 
century, rejecting it producing new and revolutionary 
manifestos. Greek art had set a form of ‘Gold Standard’ in art 
and architecture but after 1907, exhibitions of primitive art 
and an array of remarkable qualities of vision, imagination and 

sophistication was responsible for radical 
changes in Western art.

African sculptures and particularly masks 
influenced a pathway towards reinvention 
and inversion of planes and forms resulting 
in the second phase of Cubism. This gave 
Picasso, Lipchitz, and Laurens the scope to 
change modern art for ever.

We are now wearing masks in all colours 
and designs. Some are cheap, some cost 
£140 for a set of four. Some are nationalistic 
flags and some plain. Perhaps the mask 
will speak for us as paradoxically, judging a 
book by its cover does sell books.

A Word from our President
by Clive Duncan FRSS. RBA. SPS.
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Summer 2020 was a very different year, with lockdown restrictions 
meaning we could not organise days out painting together. 

Many of us learnt new computer skills and new words; Zoom, shielding 
and social distancing, the idea of not being able to cuddle your 
grandchildren or visit your parents if you were lucky enough to live 
close enough was unthinkable at the start of the year, now we accept 
it and wistfully look forward to when ‘normal life’ will resume.

Although we couldn’t paint together, we did keep painting, the 
weather was mainly glorious. We sketched and painted where we 
could; in our own homes and gardens, on our solitary walks, out of our 
imaginations, from sketches or finishing work started previously. Some 
beautiful work was sent in and displayed on the Summer Painting Days 
page on our website – here are just a few, randomly selected. 

So now we are looking at 2021. We cannot plan Summer Painting Days 
yet, we will if and when we can.

Summer Painting Days “at home”
by Karen Spencer

In the meantime, keep painting and sketching. Spring 
is getting closer; the birds are building nests; the days 
are getting longer and nature is waking up.

Linda G painted this in oils working from a pencil sketch

Lorna painted abstract and semi-abstract works 
inspired by still life and natural subjects

I fancifully sketched tulips in my garden – 
in the shape of a tulip!

Jane’s lockdown pictures include an 
Aeonium seen in Barbara Hepworth’s 

sculpture garden

After accepting an invitation to write a short piece about the impact of lockdown on 
my art practice I felt it was important to start by emphasising how fortunate I have 
been so far, and how any sense of regret detected in the account which follows is 
the smallest teardrop in the vast ocean of this wretched pandemic.

It’s late January as I write and lockdown continues. No clear path back to any kind 
of normal seems imminent despite the encouraging news about vaccines; one can 
only hope that with the rollouts underway life may gradually unfold once more. 
This time last year the news from Wuhan had been a concern I thought nothing of 
nipping over to Paris for some exhibitions, and specifically Soulages at the Louvre. 
This exhibition, and another at the Pompidou, marked his 100th birthday and 
covered all periods of his career that spans eight decades. He has never stopped 
working and this dedication to his art was an inspiration. I don’t believe there is 
any substitute for real-life encounters with art. For this reason alone I have really 
missed travel since then, especially to the Europe I am proud to have been shaped 
by, and also to Hong Kong, a great city where likewise freedoms are under threat 
from multiple angles. 

My Lockdown Year
by Robert Fitzmaurice

cont. p7
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Publicity Report
by Jane Somner

What do you do when planned exhibitions and other events 
have had to be cancelled due to a global pandemic? How 
do you publicise nothing? How do you let the world know 
what is going on when nothing is going on? Fortunately we 
are not in this position – nor have we been over the course 
of the last year – thanks to our Online Exhibition, ‘Celebrating 
our Town – Discover Reading’. Martina Hildebrandt has given 
us something to shout about and members of the RGA 
provided her with the ingredients for a wonderful and well-
received exhibition. 

So now our publicity ‘machine’ could spring into action – we 
had something to tell everyone about. The first of three Press 
Releases were sent in September 2020 and, as ever, the Henley 
Standard were quick to respond and featured our exhibition in 
their Arts section. In November the exhibition was ‘Expanded 
& Revisited’ and our second Press Release was again picked 
up by the Henley Standard. We are as always, very grateful 
to Phil Simms. We targeted the various media outlets with 
images of paintings that had been made by artists that lived 
in their catchment areas. Our third Press Release, in January 
2021, featured Mohan Banerji’s rendition of the Royal Berkshire 
Hospital. This was chosen by Fiona Talkington, a presenter on 
BBC Radio 3, as her favourite painting from the exhibition. 
Linda Saul had contacted and invited various local people 
to make a ‘Guest Choice’ over the course of the months and 
this one seemed to strike a chord. We were contacted by 
Hazel Morgan, a producer from BBC Radio Berkshire, and we 
organised for Mohan and Fiona to be interviewed on the Sarah 
Walker show in January. What a great interview!

Particularly over the course of the last year, our amazing 
website has shown our face to the world. This ‘publicity 
tool’ has not only allowed us to put on a successful online 
Exhibition but has also enabled us to keep in touch with our 
Guild and each other, encouraging one another to remain 
creative as well as opening up sales opportunities for our 
work. Martina and her brother Markus made this possible. We 
have also to thank Linda Saul and Clare Buchta for keeping 
our Social Media presence 
current and up to date on 
Facebook and Instagram.  
Communication is the 
name of the game – it 
takes time and energy 
but the results speak 
for themselves. And on 
that note – a big thank 
you to Karen Spencer 
for keeping every RGA 
member informed of 
opportunities, of events 
and workshops. Zoom 
has a new meaning in 
our vocabulary these 
days and technology really has come to our aid. So thank you 
everyone for your support, your ideas, and your wonderful 
art – without which we would have nothing to publicise!

When I got back from Paris there was news that my first bronze since art school had 
been cast. It was due to be a central work for an exhibition that spring at Sandham 
Memorial Chapel. Art Council funding had been secured and in early March my co-
exhibitor, James Dunnett and I had started to promote it, most successfully via a talk 
to the Friends of Reading Museum. When the first lockdown followed two weeks 
later it didn’t take long for the National Trust to advise the exhibition would have to 
be postponed. To this day the bronze remains in storage at the foundry but I hope 
to see it sometime soon. The exhibition ‘Of geometry and gods, side by side’ is now 
planned for 30 September to 18 October 2021. 

I know many artists who have had exhibitions cancelled and seen opportunities 
vanish, yet overall I’ve been really impressed by how resilient and swift to adapt 
they have been. The Artists Support Pledge scheme created by Matthew Burrows 
is just one of many positive examples. Likewise lockdown life has for me has meant 
long, uninterrupted hours in the studio, and the sense of rhythm and focus is 
wonderful. The extra time has meant I could study video-editing to kick-start my 
YouTube channel with content that aims to encourage people who are thinking of 
making art to get them through these tough times. Lockdown has also meant more 
time for funding applications and exhibition planning. This has led to Arts Council 
funding for my first exhibition as curator at APT Gallery this summer and the offer of 
a solo exhibition at Nuneaton Museum and Art Gallery in November.

In contrast I really feel very sad indeed for all the orchestras, actors, musicians, 
dancers, and of course theatres, which without their audiences are in serious 
trouble financially and existentially. I am fascinated by science and am appalled at 
those who seek to undermine it, but in my opinion art and culture – that before the 
pandemic contributed £10.6 billion to the UK economy – also needs to be valued for 
its ability to enrich our lives and have a positive effect on the mental health of the 
nation. As Biden acknowledged recently “The future of who we are lies in the arts. It 
is the expression of our soul.”
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When I was finally able to move all the art stuff, accumulated 
over many years, into my new garden studio, it was hard to 
understand where it had all lived before! This space is meant 
to be multi-functional, so it has a tiny shower-room, and a 
kitchen corner, as well as a heating and cooling unit. This 
means that if the house is over-flowing (not that this has 
been an issue over the past year), this can become extra 
guest accommodation (after some manic tidying up). It also 
means it’s a very comfortable working space and I use it just 
about every day, unless I’m able to go out painting plein air 
instead. My two dogs come with me and are good company, 

On being asked what I would like for my birthday by my 
husband, I jokingly asked for a studio. This request was not 
only fulfilled but exceeded expectations. After much digging, 
the foundations were ready for the pouring of concrete 
(with help from our son-in-law).The building arrived and 
was erected. My husband did all the hard work from then 
on. Floors were laid, walls were painted, a hanging system 
installed, cupboards, work tops and shelves were added. 
What a birthday present! During the summer it was quite hot 
inside so blinds were fitted and with the onset of winter came 
secondary glazing and a heater.

“… having my own studio is too wonderful for words.” (Van Gogh)
by Shelagh Casebourne

by Clare Buchta

and while I’m painting or printing, I listen to podcasts or to the 
radio. I have Ikea units under my built-in working surface and 
lots of shelving for storage of materials and paintings, also a 
drying rack, bought on Ebay, for when I’m printing. I have quite 
a few stackable chairs (also Ebay) as I may run the occasional 
workshop at some point. My greatest ‘find’ for my studio was 
a huge Belfast sink, bought for £10 at a car boot sale. I think 
I might have some competition for space soon; when my 
husband retires, he says he’s looking forward to joining me ‘in 
the garden’ and taking up painting again!

What more could I have dreamt of than a cosy warm studio in 
the middle of winter? All my art stuff organised(!) in cupboards 
ready for action, my paintings drying on shelves around the 
walls. Little did I know what a wonderful space this would 
become when the virus struck. Here I could find distraction in 
my own world. 

Since the first lockdown last March, I have been in there every 
day with a few exceptions, for a few hours, painting or trying 
some new printing techniques, just what I needed!
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Having my own studio space in our garden allows me to focus 
on both my work and my family.

The inside of this ‘backyard studio’ is my new favourite place 
in the world. Every day I walk in and think ‘wow, did I really 
make this?’ How did that happen? Is this real? It’s like entering 
another world where I can have absolute privacy. More than 
that, I can use the outside space around my studio in the tiny 
garden where I enjoy painting, surrounded by the greenery 
and the fragrant, blooming flowers. It’s light-filled during the 
day and gorgeous at night when the garden lights are on. I’m 
amazed how useful this space is. I love it!

by Calina Lefter

by Jane Somner

I have always been interested in and inspired by the artists who practiced 
in Cornwall during the 20th Century. Seeing work created by artists such 
as Terry Frost, Peter Lanyon, Ben Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth, Bernard 
Leach and their fellows has filled me with such deep pleasure. And more 
contemporary artists - Kurt Jackson, Benjamin Warner, Imogen Bone 
and Kirsten Elswood among many others have carried on the good 
work. When I had the opportunity to create my own studio in my own 
home it became possible for me to explore the work of these artists in a 
much more practical way. For the first time in my life I was able to leave 
my artist’s paraphernalia all over the place and not have to tidy it away 
after each creative session. The space was made available to me after 
my husband sold his 40 year old MG and the garage was now empty! 
So off came the up-and-over metal door and in went a sliding double 
glazed door. I learnt how to lay insulated flooring and tongue and groove 
laminate over the top. The walls were already insulated and were then 
painted white. The internal door from the kitchen means it gets enough 
heat and if it is a bit chilly I can always top up with a portable radiator.

The last year hasn’t been 
easy for anyone but it 
has led to me being very 
experimental with my art 
and I have embraced various 
printing techniques. I have 
also printed about 200 cards 
which originally were in preparation for the Henley Arts Trail – and although that 
didn’t happen the cards have been very useful and I have sold them to friends and 
family (socially distanced of course).

So back to Cornwall (which of course also didn’t happen in 2020), I am looking at 
photos I have taken on past trips and used them to give me a guide on shapes and 
colours in that ancient landscape and have found again that deep pleasure – and 
those amazing artists are still inspiring me and I hope will continue to do so.
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So impressed!

It’s so cool, and clear, and beautiful

It really looks terrific

Some lovely work really 
well presented

Brilliant!

In September 2020 the RGA launched 
the first instalment of a new venture, an 
Online Exhibition, when nothing else was 
possible. A second instalment followed 
in November with now a display of 183 
works by 48 artists. Here, an example 
from each artist and visitor comments.

RGA Online Exhibition
Celebrating our Town

Discover Reading
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Interesting and easy to use

The exhibition looks 
wonderful! 

Superb work 
I love the ‘rooms’ layout 

Excellent, well done

Inspiring pieces
Enjoyable to wander around

RGA Online Exhibition
Celebrating our Town

Discover Reading

Expanded & Revisited
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RGA Online Exhibition Interview
Many of you have participated in RGA exhibitions and may 
be aware of what it entails to organise and put on a show. 
But how was it putting an online exhibition together, a new 
experience for many, on both sides of the computer screen.

Here we chat with Martina, the RGA webmaster, about the 
Online Exhibition “Celebrating our Town – Discover Reading”:

Where did the idea of doing an Online Exhibition come 
from?
As the summer unfolded, and although restrictions were 
easing, we knew that the RGA was going to struggle to offer 
its members many if any opportunities. Paul, Linda and I all 
had similar thoughts at the same 
time, that we would need to move 
more “online”, for now at least. 

Why have a “theme” for the 
exhibition?
As we were venturing into 
something completely new, and 
would be up against many other 
online experiences, we needed a 
“hook”, something to draw visitors 
in, to help with our publicity. It 
would also help us to make a 
coherent display. The RGA Council 
were already in discussions with 
Two Rivers Press about an RGA 
book on its artists, so naturally the 
two ideas came together. 

How did you design and curate the exhibition? 
That’s actually two different questions!

How are they different? 
First you need to make the tech work, designing and building 
the website that contains the exhibition. The other would be 
about how to do a “hang”.

How did you go about the “hanging”?
As I received all the works by email I could do all the technical 
stuff ready for hanging. Once the deadline passed I went back 
to more traditional methods of using paper, scissors and Blu 
Tack. I printed off small thumbnails of all the works, cut them 
out and only then started to think about hanging. 

But surely it’s not the same as hanging a physical 
exhibition? 
There are some differences, I had to remember that the overall 
exhibition would be viewed on different-sized devices, from 
a desktop PC to a mobile phone, so the main thing was to 
consider what story was being told, and works “hanging” 
adjacent to each other, not so much up and down. 

So what does the technical stuff involve? 
Each work needs to be consistent, resized 
suitable for the web, some needed cropping 
and tidying, and the information made 
uniform. The fun bit comes when writing the 
code! One wrong letter or character, and all 
sort of things can go astray. 

Many people have commented how easy the 
Online Exhibition is to navigate – was this important 
to you? 
Extremely. I’d looked at many different galleries’ websites 

and was often disappointed by what they had to offer when 
viewing works online. I’d also discussed this with Linda who 
was equally frustrated with how online work was being 
presented. We started by knowing what we didn’t want! Being 
distracted by endless scroll-throughs, jumpy videos, pop-ups 
and clunky fades. The works need to be easy to look at and the 
exhibition easy to get around. 

What surprised you most? 
Learning about Reading, a town I’ve lived in for over 20 years. 
I had to get my A-Z out to look up where some of the works 
were set, and this actually helped me to determine the order 
of the works for the first instalment, “Discover Reading”. 

What was the high point? 
The first was seeing Liz Chaderton’s email 
come in with her image of the Abbey. 
I knew instantly I had something I could use 
for the website banner and poster, and she 
didn’t mind me having some fun with it for 
the second instalment. Overall, it was how 
well the exhibition was received and the joy 
people got from it. 

What advantages could you say there are 
to doing an online exhibition?
The advantages have been pointed out 
to me by members, and I don’t think we 
could have anticipated some of them 
beforehand. As well as being able to view 
the works when and how you want and to 
visit again and again, no one will stand in 

your way, you can look closely at the details and even discuss 
works without the fear of being overheard. And there is no 
hand-back! 

And what would the disadvantages be?
Scale, – you can have a tiny work “hanging” next to a large 
work, and have no sense of how they differ without looking 
at the sizes stated. Also, sadly it’s much harder to display 3D 
work, although, with Lou’s Robed Figure we thought that 
actually you would only see the two views when it is online.

Do you think this is how exhibitions will be done in the 
future, once the pandemic is behind us?
People will always want to go to actually real-life galleries and 
museums and see works for real. But there is room for this kind 
of exhibition too, and they could complement each other. I’ve 

been told that for the 
elderly or people with 
mobility problems, it’s 
been great, and also 
for people who work or 
live further away. Our 
audience has increased.

Any last thoughts?
I’m so happy with the way 
both instalments of the 

exhibition turned out, and 
learnt a lot along the way. 

I got to know many members 
better, even if this was remotely. 

I might even have won over a few 
doubters too.
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We asked Matt French, who joined the RGA in the middle of lockdown and 
also put himself forward for Upgrading, to tell us about his experience:

“I guess I’ve always been creative…” the first words of many an artist’s bio!

Remembering your early years, the first sign of harboured creative talent, all 
those ideas of how you would use that talent, how you would lead a creative 
life……but how many of us actually put it into practice?

I certainly didn’t. After rejection from an art foundation course (too graphic 
‘design’ey’) and then a graphic design course (too not turny-upy), I did what 
any rebellious teenager would do to prove they were right……I abandoned 
the creative path and went into sales! 

It took 20+ years for me to move away from that career and put more energy 
into fulfilling a creative life. Cue Covid-19. Lockdown became an imposed period of artistic focus. To experiment and refine 
processes. To consider the smaller details within the bigger picture. To finally set up that art Instagram page.

It’s at this point, summer 2020, that I took the decision to discover my local artistic community, googling exactly that. The RGA 
caught my eye, being my home town, and seemed to have quite a history. The previous years looked to have been busy with 
exhibitions and activities. With boxes ticked, I signed up.

I was more than aware that the diary was bound to be bare due to lockdown, but I could feel more validated by exhibiting……
oh, you have to be an exhibiting member……upgrading process?

Flash-backs to art college applications and that feeling of imminent rejection returned. However, as soon as the first opportunity 
for upgrading arrived, I took it. It was to be done remotely, but seemed straightforward enough: write about myself and 
my art, provide images of my work, provide examples of prep work/sketchbooks.
Submission……submitted!

My focus for the past year had been abstract acrylic painting using fluid painting 
techniques. I also enjoy taking my original analogue pieces, digitally embellishing them 
and turning them back into an analogue object. Needless to say my processes and finished 
pieces are not always ‘traditional’. Would this go against me in grading?

I prepared myself for the worst. “Congratulations……” eh? I’m in.

Fast forward several months, I have one exhibition under my belt and preparing for the 
next. I realise now that joining the RGA was more than supporting a local group……it also 
banished skeletons of rejection. I will always be grateful for that; after all there is no greater 
sense of community than acceptance.

During the pandemic we have continued to offer opportunities to upgrade to exhibiting member status via an online process. 
This seems to be working OK, although seeing work for real would always be preferable and we expect to go back to physical 
upgrading sessions when it is safe to do so. One advantage for the candidates of the online upgrading is that you don’t have 
to have any of the works framed! We have welcomed Kusum Shabong, Andrew Field, Matthew French, Kerry Webb and Angela 
Lenman as exhibiting members.

Upgrading
by Linda Saul

by Matt French

As we come to the end of our RGA year and this Annual Review heads off 
to the printer we launched our newest online exhibition “while we wait”. 
This fills the gap while we wait to see if our tentative plans for returning to 
physical exhibitions again later in the year will happen.

With 54 members taking up this opportunity of another chance to exhibit 
online, 19 did so for the first time. 107 works showing the breadth and 
variety of our members work with the freedom to submit whatever they 
thought their best, most interesting or something quite different. 

Visit www.rga-artist.org.uk to view this newest addition to our website as 
well as viewing 86 individual artist’s gallery pages.

These Galleries, along with the Museum Highlights, have increased in 
popularity over the last year and act as a useful online resource.

RGA Online Exhibition “while we wait”
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On the morning of my first ever live online workshop, I woke 
to find the wire hanging off the telegraph pole opposite our 
house, leaving four homes without phone or internet.

An inauspicious start.

We were in the middle of the Spring lockdown and there were 
200 or so artists from multiple countries waiting to learn all 
about painting animal eyes in watercolour. I ended up at a 
friend’s house piggy backing her wifi with patio doors open for 
ventilation and armed to the teeth with hand gel, disinfectant 
wipes and every other germ-zapper I could lay my hands on.

Luckily it went well and I have gone on to do more without too 
many hiccups.

Zooming In

Zooming in with three RGA members who help others see...

Zooming About with Liz Chaderton

‘Art is not what you see, but what you make others see’ attributed to Edgar Degas

Earlier in the lockdown I had started recording a few lessons 
for my weekly class on YouTube to try and keep everyone 
painting and to keep myself motivated. Though they 
weren’t great, my students enjoyed them and I learnt a lot 
in the process. I stumbled across ShopKeepArty on line and 
one thing lead to another, until the day of the telephone 
line disaster.

I now feel like quite a veteran. I keep the tech side of things 
as simple as possible in the hope there is less to go wrong. 
I use my iPad for a head on view, so I can look the students 
in the eye, even if I can’t really see them. And here is my top 
tip – look at the camera hole on the ipad, not yourself on 
the screen otherwise you look shifty. I use my phone in an 
overhead holder. With light failing around 4 o’clock in the 
middle of winter, there is need for extra light, so I have a video 
LED overhead.

That all sounds quite professional, doesn’t it? What you can’t 
see is the vast quantity of gaffa tape keeping everything in 
place. The light is suspended via rubber bands and off camera, 
everything is precariously balanced. I always remember 
to check what is on the wall behind me to ensure there is 
nothing incriminating.

It was obvious why our internet 
wasn’t working just hours before 

my first live broadcast

Such a relief ten days later when 
we finally had our broadband 

back

Everything is held in place with 
rubber bands and gaffa tape, 

but that doesn’t show on camera

I have done short live paint-along sessions, in depth 
workshops and demonstrations for art groups. I have also 
participated in workshops with a couple of artists who I have 
previously admired from afar.

The upside of teaching online is that it is a financial 
replacement for cancelled workshops. You really can reach 
the world – I had someone in 
Australia watching in bed, and 
someone from Canada eating 
their breakfast. Costs are 
minimal as most of us have 
good cameras on our phones 
already. The feeling of being 
part of a worldwide group is 
so motivating given our state 
of isolation.

The downside is it is tough to 
teach well with little feedback. 
If you crack a joke, are they all 
rolling their eyes? Have you 
explained things clearly? Are 
you going too fast or boring 
people? Juggling the tech, 
while trying to get your painting to look half way decent is an 
extra layer of stress. It is tricky to make sure all the action gets 
caught on camera and doesn’t go off the edge out of sight. 
It’s hard work to publicise and I have really had to embrace 
Instagram and Facebook. As a student, the quality of Zoom 
picture is not always great.

It has made me realise that I don’t mind making a fool of 
myself and has helped me overcome my technology hang ups, 
so much so that I have now recorded my own courses which 
are available online at www.lizchadertonstudio.co.uk and I am 
posting free tips on YouTube each week.

I hope that when the pandemic is over, the idea of online 
learning will continue. If you lack confidence it is a lot less 
intimidating knowing no one can see if you are making a 
mess. Though nothing beats being with people to learn, online 
is more ecologically sound and means that you can access a 
far wider audience as a tutor or some inspirational artists as 
a student.

Taking part is as much fun as 
teaching. I did a great, and very 

messy, workshop with Carne 
Griffiths
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I’m not the most techie of people to say the least, so when lockdown first set in, 
back in March 2020, I went into a steep learning curve! About half the students in 
each of my groups were up for trying it out. Others couldn’t manage it for a variety 
of reasons but at least it kept things ticking over until better times returned.

The system that has emerged is that I use Zoom’s free account which allows for a 
40 minute session. I send the link in an email to the group, about a week ahead, the 
same link each time and we all click on at the agreed time. I discuss the work to be 
tackled that day, demonstrate things in front of my laptop, discuss ‘ones I did earlier’ 
etc etc. This usually takes about half an hour. Then we log off and they all work away 
by themselves. At a pre-arranged time half way through, we log on and I offer words 
of advice and at the end we review progress and discuss next week. With some 
groups I give them my mobile number so they can phone for help at other times 
during the session.

We have all got a lot better at it over the months. In the early days, learning to 
sharescreen was a huge leap forward, although we sometimes still just hold things 
up for viewing. 

There have been some tricky moments along the way. I remember, with horror, 
I had just launched into my opening speech with a group some of whom were new 
to me, when my broadband went down and I was completely cut off. Fortunately, 
I had their phone numbers to hand and could phone one who said they were all still 
sitting there wondering what to do! We agreed that I would reboot and they would 
grab a coffee and meet again in 15 minutes, which we did and all was well!

The highlight of last year came shortly before Christmas, when I worked out how 
to sharescreen a website. This opened the way for my groups to visit RGA’s online 
exhibition. Students visited the show beforehand and chose works that particularly 
inspired them. During the session we were all able to navigate around the 
exhibition easily so people could share and talk about the works they had chosen. 
Then they produced their own work inspired by what they had seen. Martina was 
able to join us for the final log on with each group so she could see the emerging 
work that was being done, offer words of encouragement and answer questions. 
They really appreciated that and were very impressed with the exhibition!

After all that hard work since March, I felt we had ‘arrived’ and a huge vote of thanks 
is due to Martina and everyone who made that exhibition possible. Thanks indeed!

Zooming to Art with Anthony Wilder

In March 2020 I was looking forward to several months of 
teaching workshops and summer schools, and, like many 
other people, had not heard of Zoom. All that changed of 
course with the lockdown and my diary quickly emptied of all 
teaching engagements.

One of my goals for 2020 had been to develop an online 
course – be careful what you wish for – so now was the time 
to do it!

I talked to Simon and Yvonne at the Ardington School of Crafts 
about teaching online and they said they were developing the 
Ardington Online Academy – was I interested? Yes!

Teaching on Zoom with Janina Maher It seemed that everyone else had had the same idea and the 
webcam I ordered was on 8 weeks delivery, so it took a while 
to get going.

I did a technical test with a fellow tutor, and a full dry run, 
and then delivered my first online workshop in June. It was 
very nerve wracking! From a tutor’s point of view there are 
some significant differences. On the plus side you can deliver 
workshops in your slippers, and you don’t have to pack and 
lug bags of tools and materials across the country – hurrah!!. 
On the downside it’s very hard to see or hear any of the normal 
feedback clues from the students so you really have no idea 
how it’s going, and it does feel like you are talking to yourself 
for 90 minutes. 

Work by Juliet and Christine who were 
amongst Anthony’s students who took 

inspiration from the RGA website’s
galleries and exhibitions. 

cont. p16
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Finalist David Shepherd Wildlife Artist of the Year, 2020
by Angus McDonald

Belief in one’s self. Are you like me, always questioning one’s 
ability, constantly doubting yourself? 

May, 2013 is when I first had a stab at painting. I kicked 
off with watercolour, as it was cheap and available. As an 
engineering type, I like detail and realism. I could scratch away 
for two hours, with a fine brush, hunched over our dining 
room table, yet only complete an area the size of a postage 
stamp. I seemed to flap around a lot, trying all manner of 
techniques, until one day, in one painting, everything seemed 
to come together. 

I wasn’t happy with watercolours. I felt I couldn’t bend 
watercolours to achieve the effects I wanted, and I decided 
to have a bash at acrylics. Months of exasperating experi-
mentation and tinkering followed in an attempt to master 
acrylics, which wasn’t always successful - possibly because 
I used them like watercolours. 

I had started to paint wildlife quite early on, but felt I needed 
something different to stand out from the crowd. A surprising 
amount of wildlife art is of static subjects, painted to a 
breathtaking standard, but still static and all quite similar. 
As it happens, I am a volunteer with the Moor Green Lakes 
conservation group, and have got to know the wildlife around 
the lakes quite well, as we toiled away at maintaining the 
surrounding land. Armed with my cheap Digital Single Lens 
Reflex camera and zoom lens, I would wander around the 
footpaths, snapping away at anything interesting; particularly 
birds in flight. 99% of my photos failed. However, the 1% of 
good ones led to birds in flight becoming my speciality. 

I mentioned self-belief. Even though my photography and 
acrylic conversion finally came together in one acrylic painting 
(just like my watercolours), I was still lacking in self-belief. It 
took a lot of persuading for me to enter the David Shepherd 
Wildlife Artist of the Year exhibition. Entering this exhibition 
does not guarantee exhibiting. A panel of renowned artists 
select a small number of finalists to exhibit. The Wildlife Artist 
of the Year and various category winners are chosen from 
these finalists. 

I plucked up the courage to enter the 2019 exhibition, spurred 
on by the knowledge that the entry fees would be put to 

Aquadango
Acrylic

60 x 38cm

great and urgent use by the David Shepherd organisation to 
help protect our precious environment. I was not chosen as a 
finalist. Somewhat chastened, but also determined, I entered 
two paintings in the 2020 exhibition. My sole aim was to be 
selected as a finalist. 

I was very surprised to be a finalist, as two days before I had 
received a rejection email for my second entry, and only about 
120 out of 1200+ entries would be selected as finalists. 

Alas, the exhibition at the Mall Galleries in London did not take 
place in late May; thwarted by covid-19 lockdown. I wasn’t 
overly disappointed. Getting the painting to the middle of 
London was not something I looked forward to. The exhibition 
moved online and was highly successful. 

Although traumatic, lockdown did have some advantages. 
There was no excuse for me not to complete one painting, 
which had been languishing since November 2019 as I inched 
towards finishing it. Photography continued from my back 
garden, as there was many a bird flying around during that 
glorious spring. I drew inspiration from one photograph, from 
which I was able to complete another painting.

The Ardington set up is a 90 minute live demonstration 
on Zoom with a chance for students to ask questions. The 
session is recorded so students can rewatch it, and then 
2  weeks later there is another live session on Zoom so the 
students can bring along what they have made and ask any 
further questions. 

The online format actually works really well, especially for my 
Bookbinding workshops. Students can work at their own pace, 
whereas in a face to face class there is always that pressure to 
make sure everyone finishes their project by the end of the 
day. It’s quite tricky to achieve this when people have very 
different experiences and work at very different rates.

I’ve been running my online workshops from the dining room 
table and, due to the configuration of my terraced house and 
having a downstairs bathroom, my partner has 3 options 
during a workshop:

1. Stay in the bathroom for 2 hours, or 

2. Stay upstairs for 2 hours (no access to loo or kettle) or 

3. Stay in the living room for 2 hours (also no access to loo or 
kettle). 

Needless to say he usually decides to go out!

I’ve found I have to be super organised, with lots of Blue Peter 
versions of the projects in different stages of completion and 
all carefully labelled up and laid out in order. Despite my best 
efforts by the end of the session it looks like a bomb has gone 
off in the dining room, but most of the chaos is thankfully out 
of sight of the camera. 

Will I continue teaching online? Yes most definitely, although 
(restrictions permitting), it will be lovely to do some face to 
face workshops as well.
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“Art is so many things it is hard 
to pin down…  a connection, a 
communication. The viewer responds 
and this creates a dialogue”.  (Wen 
Redmond)

Primarily a printmaker I have, since 
its inception in 2009, managed 
the accounts and website of an 
exhibiting group. Together we have 
moved forward, showing and selling 

our artwork widely in the Home Counties and further afield. 
Working with a small group, it becomes clear how valuable 
and essential teamwork is.

As a relative newcomer to the RGA I’m still discovering the 
behind-the-scenes workings of this much larger organisation. 
We have some very dedicated people, pulling together to 
produce a seemingly effortless and slick programme of 
exhibitions and other events – the analogy of the apparently 
calm above-water swan furiously paddling beneath comes 

The Drawing Prize: 139th Royal Ulster Academy Annual Exhibition, Belfast
by Heather McAteer

Founded in 1879, the Royal Ulster Academy of Arts is the largest 
and oldest established body of practising artists in Northern 
Ireland. Their annual exhibition, now in its 139th year, is 
comprised of works from members, invited artists, invited 
graduates of Belfast College of Art and open submissions from 
non-members which include established and emerging talent.

I have been visiting the exhibition since I was a teenager 
growing up in Belfast and dreaming of going to art college. 
I last visited the exhibition in December 2019 and was struck 
by the diversity and quality of work on show and decided 
that after many years I was ready to submit work for the 2020 
show. The call for works opened in June and as with many 
open submission exhibitions in 2020, the selection process 
was entirely online. I decided to submit a self-portrait entitled 
The Daze of Youth (Self-Portrait No. 4) which I had recently 
completed and felt was a strong work. 

In July I was extremely surprised and delighted to find that my 
submission was one of 190 works chosen from almost 1,300 
entries for inclusion in the exhibition. However, this elation 
quickly turned to stress when I discovered the work had to 
be delivered to the RUA Office in Belfast within a week of the 
results being announced. Fortunately, as the work was small 
and could be securely packaged, I was able to post it to my 
parents who delivered it on time.

The exhibition opened at the Ulster Museum on 16th October 
2020 and swiftly closed the same day following stringent 
lockdown measures in Northern Ireland. On that day I also 
learnt that I had won The Drawing Prize, one of several 
prizes generously sponsored by local companies and small 
businesses. The exhibition reopened on 11th December and 
the following week my parents were able to visit. They have 
supported me from the moment I decided I was going to 
Belfast School of Art in 1986, so it was a great moment of pride 

The Daze of Youth (Self Portrait No. 4)
Graphite, pen and ink, blotting paper and found object

21 x 29cm

for them to see my work displayed. They were also able to see 
a work by my cousin Stephen Shaw who was one of the RUA 
invited artists.

Due to another lockdown the Ulster Museum closed its doors 
on Boxing Day. It’s now over a year since I have been able to 
visit Belfast and although the exhibition has been extended 
until the end of January it is obvious I won’t be able to view 
it physically. However, thankfully it was possible to view 
it as an excellent virtual exhibition via the RUA website
www.royalulsteracademy.org. At time of going to print the 
exhibition was still available.

Personal Profile
by Trish Roberts

Ed. – During Lockdown Two, much to our delight, Trish Roberts 
was co–opted as the RGA Exhibition Secretary. We know it’s 
not the easiest time to start a new role, especially as we could 
only meet on Zoom, thank you Trish for volunteering. We wish 
you all the best and offer much support as we emerge and are 
able to put on physical exhibitions again.

to mind. I look forward to working with our exhibition team, 
hopefully seamlessly carrying forward, and perhaps building 
on, the legacy of previous members’ hard work. 

There is no doubt that 2020 was a difficult year, but our 
artistic community carried on making art – ‘connecting’ and 
‘communicating’ through their work. As we move into a new 
RGA year, we have a number of exhibition opportunities to 
work towards, all being well. Information for all events will no 
doubt drop into your inbox in due course – watch this space!
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Earley Painters
by Hilary Parkinson

We are often asked how we compile our annual programmes. 
Most importantly we aim for fun and challenges. Over the year 
Clare and I collect ideas from a number of sources: 

• New paintings where we think the artist has a different 
approach to portraying a common subject matter, or an 
intriguing technique, which are noted for further research. 

• Occasionally art magazines suggest possible workshops. 

• Our regular artist participants sometimes have suggestions 
for new workshops, or request repeats, although we rarely 
just repeat, we try to slant the challenge so it feels fresh.

• We do revisit previous years’ workshops and reintroduce 
them where we have had good numbers attending, but 
always with a difference.

• Seasonal variations are introduced so that interesting 
resources for inspiration are easily available for the 
workshops. Autumn’s bounty provides many colourful 
display choices, whereas winter provides a more sombre 
array, but with interesting textures.

It is always a pleasure when we can provide a large, exuberant 
array of materials for inspiration for a workshop. Some find 
this a challenge, but we don’t expect a painting to include 
the whole display, just individually composed interesting 
parts of the display, or combined sections. This is a challenge 
at first when there is so much to look at, but selection and 
simplification are important artistic skills, not only for Still 
Life, but also ‘en plein air’ landscape works. Being focused on a 
small detailed area, the peripheral areas can be eliminated or 
incorporated into the composition in a secondary way. 

We had an interesting programme planned for the remainder 
of 2020 and were already finalising details for 2021, so when 
we are eventually able to get the workshops running again, we 
will have plenty to inspire our art making.

The illustrations are of work from our last 3 workshops in 2020: 
Jugs, and 2 sequential workshops of Collaged Landscapes and 
Figures in a Landscape.

The lockdown has restricted lots of our activities, but thanks 
to  Zoom we’ve still managed to have the occasional artist 
demo. In November 2020 the Henley Art and Craft Guild 
(HACG) invited RGA members to join a demo given by 
Liz Chaderton on how to make a cola pen and then put it 
through its paces to draw and paint a bird of prey. In early 
February 2021, Mick McNicholas treated us (and HACG) to a 
charcoal portrait demo of his daughter Mia, demonstrating 
his approach to producing an expressive charcoal portrait, 
utilising an innovative technique.

Following the success of this new adventure we arranged 
two more portrait demos. Highly respected members of the 
Royal Society of Portrait Painters (RP), Andrew James and 
Anastasia Pollard both showed their own approach to portrait 

Zoom Demos
with Liz and Mick

painting – Andrew’s work being big and bold, while Anastasia’s 
is petite and precise. Proving that there is no one ‘correct’ way 
to paint any subject.

Thank you to everyone involved behind the scenes in making 
these Zoom demos happen.
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We bought Micklems Farm in 1986 when the farmhouse was 
quite small and the studio was a rundown stable. Since then 
we have extended the house, converted the stable to the 
studio and built a separate barn where previous farm buildings 
had burnt down about 60 years ago. We have also been lucky 
enough to purchase pockets of land around the farmhouse to 
create a garden and paddocks.

We have been running informal creative workshops here for 
about 10 years. Initially we held a weekly jewellery session 
for 8 people having all met through workshops at Norden 
Farm. We pooled our resources and tools and found great 
motivation from working together. We used to invite various 
jewellery tutors to teach us specific techniques every 3 months 
– covering topics such as stone setting, casting, polishing etc.

A few years later we formed a weekly art 
group – again from people I had met at 
workshops at Norden Farm. We met every 
week and would occasionally invite a 
guest tutor for added inspiration. We used 
to run these sessions in the separate barn 
as we were using the existing studio for 
our graphic design practice at the time.

When we started to reduce the amount 
of work we were taking on for the graphic 
design business, friends used to constantly 
ask if we were going to increase the 
number of workshops and demonstrations 
for other artists to enjoy. We started the 
more structured approach to creative 
workshops 2 years ago – mostly inviting 
tutors I had met through Norden Farm and 
the RGA.

We were very pleased with the initial response we had to our 
marketing which encouraged us to extend our offering by 
inviting tutors from further afield. Our aim was to offer a broad 
spectrum of arts and crafts to a local audience and provide the 
opportunity to enjoy the garden during break times.

Micklems Farm Creative Workshops
by Rosemary Harper

In the last 2 years we have added to the workshops to include 
various art and craft techniques. These include painting and 
drawing, bookbinding, glass fusing, stained glass, fabric 
appliqué, furniture painting, photography, jewellery making, 
precious metal clay, iPad art, knitting, calligraphy, ceramics, 
linoprinting, dry point etching, rag rugging and Christmas 
wreath making!

As well as a number of RGA members 
acting as our tutors we also have several 
members who have become regular 
students. The Henley Guild of Artists have 
held ‘en plein air’ painting sessions here 
and we also host the Henley Arts Trail once 
a year when most of our exhibitors are also 
RGA members!

We have been really gratified with the 
feedback from our students – their 
comments are mostly about the quality 
of the teaching, the environment we 
provide and the motivation and inspiration 
they get from working alongside like-
minded artists. Fresh coffee, speciality 
teas and home-made cakes are also much 
appreciated! It is a challenge organising 
such a full schedule of workshops but it is 

also very rewarding and I feel lucky to have the space to share 
with such friendly and enthusiastic people.

Obviously last year was a difficult one, with lockdowns and 
social distancing, so we took the opportunity to refurbish the 
studio, creating a large demonstration area using strategically 
placed cameras to show the tutors on a large screen at one 
end of the studio. This allowed for social distancing for up 
to 10 students while watching the demonstrations and also 
working at their desks. Investing in hand sanitisers, paper 
towels and a fogging machine meant that we could offer as 
safe an environment as possible for our students and tutors.

We’ve also started a cut flower business so people can buy 
ready-made seasonal bouquets or come and pick their own 
flowers and have afternoon tea in the marquee while we made 
up the bouquets for them. We have just planted over 1000 
tulip bulbs so should have a good display for the Spring.

We can’t wait to open our doors and welcome students and 
flower pickers again soon - and we look forward to even more 
RGA members joining us in the future.

You may have seen on the various social media platforms the 
beautiful location of RGA member Rosemary Harper’s creative 
workshops, so we asked her to tell us all about it…
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Like many families over the past year, ours has had difficult and 
sometimes very sad times to contend with. Our memories of 
this extraordinary time will also, though, include the intense 
period last summer that followed the phone call that came in 
June, telling me that my painting (of a pine tree and an old 
metal container) had been selected, and I had been picked to 
take part in Sky Arts Landscape Artist of the Year.

The secrecy surrounding the making of the series meant 
that only my immediate family, and a couple of others, knew 
anything about it, until the first heat of the programme aired 
in January.

I entered fairly last minute, prompted by a last call, I think 
on Instagram, in the faint hope that I might get one of the 
‘wild card’ spots, where 50 or so people are invited to paint 
at the same venue as the ‘gods in the pods’. They always seem 
to be having a lovely relaxed time, accompanied by a friend 
or family member – enjoying what looks like a huge paint-
out day, with the weather the only real stressful element 
to contend with (although at Chartwell, they also had the 
black swans)!

W i n n i n g  t h e  f i r s t 
heat at Chartwell was 
a  huge shock. It was  a 
blazing hot day; all the 
production team were 
wear ing black  and 
masked for health and 
safety reasons – so really 
the contestants were 
lucky compared to them. 
It is quite hard to keep focused when you are answering 
questions at frequent intervals, but you definitely get four 
hours painting time, despite the interruptions – and it’s good 
to be able to step back regularly to look at your work. Also, 
the production team, the judges and the presenters, Stephen 
Mangan and Joan Bakewell, are all so friendly – they make it as 
easy for you as they can.

The semi-finals at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in Stratford 
saw quite different weather conditions, with mist and heavy 

rain at times, but I was 
so pleased to have water 
and green landscape. 
The ArcelorMittal Orbit 
and the Olympic Stadium 
were fairly daunting 
structures that were 
front and centre of 
my view from the pod 
but I  pretended they 
weren’t there for as long 

as possible, until time was running out and they couldn’t be 
avoided any longer! The misty conditions meant that aerial 
perspective was fairly easy to achieve – the distant tower 
blocks really did keep disappearing so could just be hinted at. 
It was another complete shock to be selected to go through 

to the final, but then we only had a week, and that was filled 
with visiting Kew and painting the commission in my studio. 
So the day of the final arrived, thankfully very quickly, without 
too much time to worry about it.

It’s hard to describe how I felt when we arrived at Trinity 
Buoy Wharf and saw the O2 Arena looming large across 
the river, but I had told myself that whatever we were faced 
with, I would be able to find a composition somewhere that 
inspired me. As with every stage of the competition, I used 
my viewfinder until I was able to frame a view that I wanted 
to paint and a composition I was happy with. I find it’s 
really worth spending time on this aspect of a painting, as 
however well the actual paint application might go, if the 
framework isn’t there, you’re really wasting your time. It was 
overwhelmingly grey until quite late on in the painting time 
when the sun came out. I remember painting a small crane on 
the bank which was red, and thinking it looked really bright – 
but now when I look at the painting (which I put out of sight 
until the day I watched the semi-final), I can hardly see it – 
everything looks grey!

The judging took such a 
long time. As well as my 
husband, my children 
and their partners were 
allowed to come along to 
the final, so it was good 
to have them to talk to 
while we were waiting as 
it was torture, it seemed 
like hours and it was all happening out of sight. Finally, we 
were all lined up and Ophelia (Redpath) was announced as 
the winner. I love her really distinctive and imaginative work, 
so I was genuinely delighted for her. I don’t know about Clare 
(Lord), the other finalist, but I felt like an absolute winner 
to have got as far as I did. Although it would have been 
wonderful to win that commission to paint in Wales (where 
I went to university a hundred years ago), it was almost a relief 
to think that in a couple of days we could go on the two-week 
holiday in Sussex that had been arranged a couple of months 
before – yes that was allowed in August! I’ve thought about 
it since, and I think I might never have been able to paint 
another landscape if I had been the winner – think of the 
pressure of living up to the title of Landscape Artist of the Year!

Sky Arts Landscape Artist of the Year
by Shelagh Casebourne
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